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Every one remembers the Avon Lady and the Fuller Brush Man: they'•e 
American icons. They came to your house, they opened fantastic display cases 
filled with evezy imaginable size brush, and they gave you lipstick samples 
shaped like bullets. Few business historians think about independent contrac- 
tors, like Avon Ladies and Fuller Brush Men, as business owners. But evezy 
Avon Lady actually owns her business - they in scale, no capital outlay, and 
operated with occasional labor. Avon Ladies and Fuller Brush Men occupy a 
unique economic and entrepreneurial niche; they embody corporate identity, 
but work within individual household units. The direct selling industry doesn't 
fit the standaxd model of business as manufacturing and distribution enter- 
prises. The histozy of the California Perfume Company invites us to question 
ou• conventional wisdom about how business is organized, and it contributes 
to business histozy by describing an alternative strategy fo• managing 
distribution. 

This analysis of the California Perfume Company, which became Avon 
Products in 1939, explo•es the unique business relationship that developed 
between company managers and doo•-to-door •epresentafives, f•om the found- 
ing of the company in 1886 to the death of its first p•esident, D.H. McConnell 
in 1938. I will focus on McConnell's methods fo• organizing his sales force and 
his significant marketing strategies. The California Perfume Company/Avon is 
an ideal case study of the multiple ways that corporate culture and social cultuxe 
overlap because it illuminates how the two were combined in a unique 
economic venture. The histozy incorporates social history and business histozy. 
The unusual strategy and structuxe of the California Perfume Company 
incorporated many unusual components that illustrate the power of the 
consume•, the market, and gende• in determining the shape of the industry. 

• This paper is drawn from a chapter of my dissertation, "Avon Ladies and Fuller Brush 
Men: The Gendered Construction of Door-to-Door Selling, 1886-1970." I would like to 
thank my advisor, Arwen Mohun, for her patient assistance, guidance, and support, and 
Laura Castellano at Avon Products, Incorporated for allowing me access to the Avon 
archive. The Hagley Museum and Library, especially Michael Nash, deserves special recog- 
nition for acquiring the Avon manuscript collection earlier this year. Thank you, what a gift! 
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Other historians have studied salesmen and agency selling systems; 
most, however, condemn salesmen to what historian Timothy Spears calls the 
historian's version of the "death of the salesman." His book, 100 Years on the 
Road: The Tramling Saksman in Amen'can Culture (1995), and Susan Strasser's 
article "The Smile that Pays" (1993) both analyze the culture of traveling 
salesmen from the 1830s to 1920s. Spears traces how commercial travelers - a 
group of flashy, over-dressed, bawdy city schemers, selling everything from 
lightning rods to crackers - contributed to their own demise by shepherding in 
the new methods of print advertising. These men, and the great majority were 
men, developed techniques informed by a new "science" of "saleseology" that 
reduced the art of salesmanship to a controllable and logical method of 
approaching customers and improving sales. 2 

In The Visibk Hand, Alfred Chandler also describes a number of firms, 
including DuPont, Singer, and the Pears soap company, that initially used 
independent agents or drummers to distribute products. But the agency system 
was uneven and cut into corporate profits; independent agents had a hard time 
maintaining inventories, could not extend credit to customers, and were often 
late returning payments to the central office. So when these companies 
embraced mass production, Chandler says, they also took control of their inde- 
pendent agents and replaced them with salaried salesmen, and uniform sales, 
accounting, and credit policies. Corporate profits improved when the "live 
wires," the independent salesmen, the sources of uncertain and uncontrollable 
activity, were eliminated. The lesson, Chandler [1977, p. 308] concluded, was 
that companies that relied on mass-produced machinery and goods "could sell 
in volume only if they created a massive, multi-unit marketing organization." In 
a nutshell, mass production begot mass distribution. 

Obviously, not all companies took the scientific, integrated distribution 
route. In 1900 there were over 2,000 small manufacturers who had opted to 
"tinker" with the agency system rather than go bankrupt txying to develop 
expensive and intricate distribution networks and marketing schemes. Selling 
pm'narily in rural sections of the countxy, they relied on door-to-door 
representatives to absorb the function of advertising and distribution on a 
community level. Direct selling was a way to distribute product without having 
to compete directly on the shelf with brand name products. 

The California Perfume Company (CPC) was one such enterprise, and 
its history is rooted in the business folkways of itinerant peddlers and 
commercial drummers. Its founder, David H. McConnell (1858-1938), a farm 
boy from Ithaca, New York, began working for a small firm in Manhattan 
called the Union Publishing Company in 1877 when he was nineteen years old, 
selling magazines, greeting cards, and book sets door-to-door. He then worked 

2 Dicke (1994) investigates the relationships between companies such as the Ford 
Motor Company, Sunoco Oil, and Domino's Pizza and their franchise store owners. But 
franchise owners, unlike door-to-door representatives, were required to invest large sums of 
money in real estate, equipment, and a workforce. Door-to-door sales distributors cannot be 
compared with traveling commercial salesmen or Domino's Pizza store owners. 
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as a general agent, recruiting representatives to sell Union Publishing products 
in their hometowns. McConnell worked for nine years on the road, selling 
product and recruiting representatives. He earned $40 per month plus commis- 
sion and expenses while traveling and managing sales offices in Maine, 
Chicago, New York, and Atlanta, where he was responsible for tracking 30 to 
40 traveling agents, routing them through towns, monitoring individual sales 
records, and writing letters of inquiry, motivation, and product updates. Nine 
years later, in 1886, McConnell purchased half of Union Publishing for $500 
when one of its owners moved south. 

McConnell sought a more profitable line than the book trade. "My 
ambition," he wrote, "was to manufacture a line of goods that would be 
consumed, used up, and to sell it through canvassing agents, direct from the 
factory to the consumer." As a book agent, McConnell had offered perfume 
samples to prospective customers as a gift if they would listen to his selling 
spiel. The samples were often more popular than the books, so he learned to 
mix his own perfumes - violet, white rose, heliotrope, lily-of-the-valley, and 
hyacinth. He soon added flavoring extracts to the line, which were produced 
with the same chemical process used to make perfumes. All extracts and 
perfumes were manufactured, packaged, and shipped from his office on 
Chambers Street in New York City. Among the flavors were favorite standbys, 
such as vanilla, peppermint, and almond, as well as more exotic tastes of 
pineapple, garlic, and onion. Limiting the product line to alcohol-based 
products like perfumes and extracts that McConnell could manufacture cheaply 
himself was a sound business decision, and by creating a highly successful sales 
strategy, and economizing on design and production, his company quickly 
earned greater profits. In 1892 McConnell changed the company name when 
his business partner, who was living in California when he launched into the 
perfume business, suggested that "I call [it] California Perfume Company, 
because of the great profusion of flowers in California...-3 

McConnell already had a sizable sales force peddling books, so he asked 
them to help introduce his new scheme for selling extracts and perfumes. 
"Dear Friends:" he wrote in 1892, 'SX/e have decided to place these goods on 
the market after our own peculiar method, and will necessarily have to make 
confidants of a large number of worthy and enterprisingpeopk in order that we may 
carry out this system perfectly. TM All new representatives were asked to pay 
75 cents for a sample box, which barely covered the cost of the materials and 
postage, to "insure your good faith in this undertaking."s McConnell's "peculiar 
method" was a variation on peddling: rather than travel from town to town, he 

3 Quotes from an interview with David McConnell, St., April 15, 1936. Interviewer 
unidentified. Avon Archives, IE7, 1936. (The Avon manuscript collection, now at the 
Hagley Museum and Library, is closed to the public while it is being cataloged. Box numbers, 
file folders, and shelf designations are not available, so I have used the Avon archival code 
wherever possible to designate documents.) 

4 McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "California Perfume Company" November 5, 
1892. Emphasis added. 

s McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "Califomia Perfume Company" November 5, 1892. 
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taken direct from our stock; therefore, the goods you deliver will in every 
instance be exactly like the sample carried with you. "6 

Distinguishing his direct-to-the-home selling methods from commercial 
peddlers was important in recruiting women to sell the line. Mrs. Persus Foster 
Eames Albee (1836-1914), the president of the Winchester, Vermont Literary 
Guild who worked as one of McConnell's book agents, was the very first agent 
McConnell employed to sell and recruit for the perfume trade. 7 Her stature in 
the community added an element of middle class respectability to a culturally 
suspect selling system. McConnell believed that women from small towns, like 
Mrs. Albee, could gain entry to their neighbors' households more easily and for 
longer periods of time than out-of-town peddlers. The direct selling approach, 
a face-to-face strategy devoid of common retail props like print advertising and 
flashy displays, relied instead on the social skills of the representative, her com- 
munity reputation, and the quality and desirability of the sample products she 
carried. 

Besides being a more respectable occupation than peddling, direct 
selling was a better alternative for women who wanted to enter retail trade. 
According to historian Susan Strasser, female drummers working for large 
wholesalers had a particularly hard time, both adjusting to life on the road and 
maintaining their reputation. Women who traveled the railroads and engaged 
hotel rooms "could never be one of 'the boys,"' nor could they take part "in 
the culture that assisted adaptation to life on the road and provided keys to 
commercial success" [Strasser, 1993, p. 158]. Female door-to-door sellers, on 
the other hand, could justify their forays into the retail trade because direct 
selling offered an economic opportunity that required contractors to combine 
work and home life. 

McConnell believed that he was offering each woman a business oppor- 
tunity, a chance to control a trade, much like a store owner. "You get the same 
profit that the owner of a store receives from the things he sells. And you don't 
have to pay out a cent for rent, light, heat, clerk hire and other expenses. "8 
"Take a sample box of the goods at once and go right to work in an active 
canvass," he advised his agents. "Once you get the people in your territory 
accustomed to using California Perfume Extracts you will control their trade 
wholly..."9 

Women worked for the California Perfume Company as one of two 
types of agents: traveling agents and door-to-door sales representatives. The 
traveling agents were the elites; they did not sell products, but instead sold the 

6 "Manual of Instruction," California Perfume Company, 1899, p. 5. 
7 McConnell may have recruited Albee into Union Publishing while he was working at 

the Maine office. In his 1903 history of the California Perfume Company, "The Great Oak," 
McConnell credits Albee with developing the sales system used to recruit and train women 
to sell his perfumes, and called her "the Mother of the California Perfume Company." Mrs. 
Albee's tenure at CPC was probably quite short. She is not mentioned in any surviving 
memoirs, including Anna Figsbee's (M.), Cotrrgan_y and Me) who joined the company in 1901. 

s "Now You Are in Business For Yourself," Avon Archives, IVC2, 1927. 
9 McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "California Perfume Company" November 5, 1892. 
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CPC "business opportunity." They were recruited from the ranks of the 
successful door-to-door sales representatives who had shown that they knew 
the product and had a talent for selling. If they were able and willing to spend 
several months on the road, traveling agents, like Nits. Albee, rode the trams, 
lived out of suitcases in hotels and boarding houses, and stopped in every tiny 
town to recruit other women to sell CPC product s door-to-door. McConnell 
taught them how to find prospects in towns, how to intendew them, and 
encourage them to sign contracts to sell. A traveling agent would spend about 
one or two hours training her recruit before moving on to the next town on the 
list. Depending on her schedule, she could sign up four to five representatives a 
week. A few men do appear as traveling agents and sales managers. "While we 
have mentioned throughout this [manual] that it is women whom you inquire 
for, and instruct, nevertheless, men are just as eligible for Sales Managers as 
women," McConnell wrote. "In fact some of our best Representatives...are 
men. Now men may be a little backward about being drilled by a woman...but 
instruct them just the same... m0 

The women who agreed to sell door-to-door were called "Depot 
Agents," because they often lived in towns with a railroad depot. They sold 
only in restricted territories, usually their own home towns, and did not travel. 
Once a new representative paid her deposit for the sample case and had 
received her initial stock of order forms and catalogs, she could sell for several 
years before she saw another company representative. If the representative was 
from a very small town, with less than 1,000 inhabitants (as about 80% of 
representatives were) she was expected to submit an order once every three or 
four months; representatives from towns with more than 2,000 inhabitants 
were to submit an order every four to six weeks. 

"You have been recommended to me as a young woman of ability and 
willing to work..."n 

In an age in which only 5% of all commercial travelers were female, it is 
surprising that McConnell chose to hire women exclusively. It is not clear why. 
Were perfumes more marketable through a female sales force? Were women 
more likely to listen to a business opportunity presented by a woman? 
McConnell's letters and philosophy are embedded with assumptions about the 
existence of middle-class women's networks. He encouraged representatives to 
make business an integral part of their personal lives by incorporating their 
families, friends, and even their churches, into their selling activities, in short to 
make their social networks serve their business [Biggart, 1989, p. 8]. 

Who were these women? Most of the women who volunteered the 

information printed in company newsletters and pamphlets indicated that they 
were married or widowed (less than 15% of the women names printed in CPC 
literature are listed as "Miss"), that their children were grown, and that they 

•0 "Instructions for General Agents," (1915) p. 10. Avon Archives, IE5. 
n From "Instructions for General Agents," (1915) No.2 "Sources of Information and 

how to Approach prospects," p. 6. Avon Archives, IE5. 
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needed short-term, flexible earning opportunities32 Typically, the Traveling 
Agent was either unmarried or widowed and had the time and resouxces to 
spend six or eight months of the year away from home. The Depot Agents 
were similar demographically. Many of the women who are pictured in repre- 
sentative newsletters appear to be past their 50s. McConnell's advice to Agents 
suggests that he knew the women he sought to recruit had few other viable 
work options. "Inquire for widow ladies," he wrote. "Or ambitious married 
ladies, or ladies with sickly (or lazy) husbands, for maiden ladies,...teachers 
who are not teaching, stenographers, clerks or nuxses who are out of employ• 
ment. "•3 He also needed women who were available to handle the trade foux to 

six hours a day. "Arrange youx home affairs so as to give as much of youx time 
as you possibly can to this work. You cannot expect to succeed at anything 
unless you give it thought and give it energy. "•4 

Except for the occasional visit from a Traveling Agent, representatives 
were free to operate their businesses according to their own schedule. Given 
the independent nature of CPC work there was a wide variety of ways women 
could use the economic and social opportunities the company made available 
to them. The CPC business opportunity was attractive to women because of 
the low financial risk involved in taking up the work, and the support she 
received from the company in maintaining her business. The deposit on the 
sample case was $4.50, and she earned that back once she submitted $200 in 
wholesale orders. In exchange she was relieved of enormous tasks, such as 
manufacturing product and maintaining an inventory, but she also received free 
advertising, product literature, premiums, and business tools such as sales slips, 
order forms, and package labels. 

McConnell, meanwhile, eliminated substantial expenses for salaries and 
office space. He paid sales representatives a straight 40% commission. The 
representative created the retail space and provided the selling function. While 
on the one hand it cost the CPC very litfie to maintain a distributor's contract 
beyond the cost of the paper and stamps to communicate with them, on the 
other hand, this approach did not ensuxe that the CPC would profit, either. 
There was no way to regulate the quality or frequency of work. 

The CPC bumped along through its Rtst few decades, celebrating small 
victories, like their f•tst $500 day in 1897, and their first advertisement in Good 
Housekeeping in 19067 The product line gradually increased, along with the 
number of representatives, and soon every state in the union was home to 

•2 For more information on the work culture of Traveling Agents and Sales Managers, 
see Chapter Two of my dissertation. 

• From "Instructions for General Agents," (1915) "Information", p. 4. Avon Archives IES. 
•4 McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "California Perfume Company" May 1, 1899. 
is The CPC did not develop a continuous advertising campaign with Good Housekeying 

until 1936, adding campaigns with the Christian Salerice Monitor in 1937. In 1906, the most 
important benefit of the Good Housekeying advertisement was attaining their "Seal of 
Approval," which confirmed their good standing with the 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act. 
Individual products were approved until 1932 when Good Housekeying extended the "Seal of 
Approval" to the entire line of Avon and Perfection products. 
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agents selling CPC perfumes, extracts, vegetable colorings, tooth tablets, 
shampoo creams, witch hazel and almond balm creams, baking powder, olive 
oil, silver polish, furniture polish, and a variety of other household products. By 
1900, 48 Traveling Agents recruited and trained over 6,500 door-to-door Sales 
Managers. 

The California Perfume Company was like a firm without walls. It relied 
on people who drifted in and out of company supervision and control. A 
woman who sold CPC products for just 10 hours a week claimed an association 
with the firm, and for all intents and purposes, she was the CPC in her territory. 
Representatives had an extraordinary amount of freedom to shape the public 
perception of their company, its values, and its mission. Managing this sales 
force presented many unique challenges to CPC managers, isolated in 
Manhattan: they needed to inculcate a company spirit and identity in a scattered 
sales force, ensure that they adhered to company policy, and most importantly, 
that representatives actually worked. They did this by developing two things: 
motivation and marketing. 

Motivation 

McConnell's appeal to representatives was based on very powerful social 
values. His business philosophy was attractive because there were elements that 
most everyone found appealing and empowering. He maintained that direct 
selling was based on ideals about the potential of economic opportunity, on 
paying individuals according to their production, and abiding by the business 
principles he believed were important to achieving success - fair rewards, mot- 
ivation, and a respect for business partnership whether k was with men or 
women. 

More than any other type of business, direct selling companies histor- 
ically have been concerned - even obsessed - with developing their representa- 
tives' mental outlook and work ethic. Rather than overcompensating for his 
absentee management system by investing in direct supervision, McConnell 
chose to bombard his representatives with positive thinking, appeals to their 
social conscience, and invocations of the Protestant work ethic. The knowledge 
and skill of saleseology could be taught; but the desire to succeed and the 
discipline to persevere were character issues. 

McConnell's management system mimicked the one he worked under as 
a sales agent. He wrote letters to representatives about once a month, offering 
Lnstruction and encouragement, and emphasizing the loyalty of the company 
and the quality of products they sold. His style was intensely personal, and even 
his "form" letters appear tailored to individuals. McConnell's letters all included 
a direct appeal to the representatives to start work immediately, and to write 
back to tell him their plan and their sales goals. 

Although each representative was free to operate her business according 
to her own needs, the CPC retained the right to revoke her selling privileges if 
her sales performance was not up to par. "We want to say right here, that every 
day we receive applications for additional territory from Agents who have 
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pretty well covered their own and want to increase their field," McConnell 
wrote. "To preserve your territory, let us hear from you prompfiy. "•6 And he 
expected representatives to comply with his requests. "On looking over our 
contracts," one form letter begins, '%ve notice you did not answer our last com- 
munication. This we regret as we especially asked you to do so and let us know 
if you could start in at this time... If we do not hear from you in reply to this, 
we will feel at liberty to place the territory on our General Agent's list and put 
another worker there. "•v 

There were practical reasons why McConnell needed to know each 
representative's situation. McConnell took the number of working sales rep- 
resentatives into account when he calculated his inventory. CPC manufacturing 
facilities, located in Suffern, New York since 1895, were not big enough to hold 
large supplies of product, and there was a strict policy that all orders were to be 
filled and shipped the same day they were received. When the mail arrived in 
the morning at the Chambers Street office in Manhattan, orders went first to 
the billing department, then supplies were brought by train from Suffern, and 
the products were packed and shipped that day; it was a policy that demanded 
cooperation from the office staff, the manufacturing facility, and the 
representative. "[P]lease bear this in mind and write us promptly [about your 
selling plans]," McConnell wrote. 

Even if a representative did not send in regular orders, McConnell 
offered many opportunities to explain their lack of activity. He wrote gentle 
inquiries, asking if the representative had become ill, or if something had 
prevented her from starting. Bad weather, rain, heat, and cold, were always 
acceptable explanations for why someone was not out selling, as were family 
emergencies. "In case you feel that you cannot continue the work at the present 
time, if you want the territory reserved for you, drop us a line promptly. "•s But 
giving representatives the benefit of the doubt could quickly turn sour, and 
McConnell was not afraid to use good old-fashioned guilt trips to scold his 
saleswomen. McConnell reminded each delinquent representative of the priv- 
ilege of being entrusted with "protected territory" and their promise to work 
that territory. 

Then how about the responsibility that goes with this privilege? 
Does it not obligate you to take care of our interests in your ter- 
ritory? Is it not fair for us to ask you to be sure you are not losing 
a single order in the field over which you have been selected to 
reign? If we keep faith by removing and keeping out competition 
of every description, do you not owe it to us to see that we do 
not lose a penny's worth of business that can possibly be 
secured? Surely this is no more than fair... [I]t doesn't seem 
possible that anyone would be so neglectful of their 

McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "California Perfume Company" April 7, 1897. 
McConnell's Scrapbook, New York "California Perfume Company" March, 1899. 
Ibid. 
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responsibility, especially when we pay them so generously for 
their work3 9 

Ultimately, McConnell told his sales staff, the success of the representative and 
of the CPC were mutually dependent. The emotional appeal worked. 
McConnell created a relationship where representatives would feel morally, if 
not legally, bound to the company. 2ø 

Stern words, however, were often used as a last resort, for McConnell 
also believed that people responded better to positive reinforcement. 
McConnell used successful representatives' sales reports to motive his sales 
force. The CPC Outlook, a monthly newsletter which replaced McConnell's 
wordy letters to representatives in 1905, featured columns listing representa- 
tives' names, home states, and orders from across the United States. Typically, 
the Outlook featured reports from 30 to 50 women who worked about 20 hours 
per week, made about three sales calls per hour, received orders from about 
75% of the homes visited, and averaged $1.00 to $2.00 per order. In order to 
head off the claim that a territory was not large enough to support a strong 
sales report, the Outlook invariably featured an outstanding order from a 
representative working a particularly isolated territory of only 300 people. Mrs. 
William Guest of Brownsville Junction, Maine, (population 500) was appointed 
as a Sales Representative in September, 1924. Her total business through April 
1926 amounted to $1,133.77 retail. "This is particularly noteworthy," sales 
manager Mark Taylor wrote, ,in view of the northem location of her field. 
Conditions apparently don't mean a thing to Mrs. Guest. We have no reason to 
suppose that the field is any different in business possibilities than hundreds of 
other districts of its type, and better... It isn't the territory that's different - it's 
the Representative. "2• 

Weekly sales reports were printed in representative newsletters, flanked 
with maxims about work, self-discipline, enthusiasm, and success. "The work 
habit is the sieve that separates the dreamer from the doer... Far and away the 
best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at work worth doing. "= Most sales reports featured in the Outlook were for wholesale orders over $30, 

since that is what the CPC encouraged representatives to sell every month. It is 
impossible to know just how unusual the published sales figures were; most 
likely they represented the high-end producers, for there is ample evidence 
which suggests that many representatives sent in orders for much less. But 
since representatives worked independently and did not have an opportunity to 
correspond with each other or share experiences personally, it would have been 

•9 "Privilege Includes Responsibility." Christmas Bulletin, no. 121 December, 1921. 
Avon Archives, IIIB5a4. 

20 As sociologist Nicole Biggatt [1989, p. 8] has noted, the direct selling industry did not 
develop this "alternative form of enterprise as a principled attack on over-rationalized 
capitalist work arrangements. Rather, [they] pursue[d] these arrangements in order to better 
control workers." 

21 "Our Daily Chat," April 28, 1926, bound volume. 
22 CPC Special Bulletin, November 1910. Avon Archives, IIIB5a4. 
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play•g field be•een repres•tafives from sma• territories 
, •ey bas• •e• calc•afions on ev• 1,0• of w•te pop• 
:st it isn't •e •e of •e •s•ct, but •e 's•e' of the Repr• 
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that will count most. "24 Predating Mary Kay's first pink Cadillac driver by over 
60 years, Effie Miller of Stayton, Oregon sold $1,088.43 of CPC goods, and sat 
proudly in her machine. 25 

Marketing 

Increasing sales, however, required more than motivated sales repre- 
sentatives, and the CPC also invested in more sophisticated marketing tech- 
niques. McConnell recognized very early on that his original scheme to 
distribute quality products in plain, economical packaging was overly cautious. 
Women were very willing to pay more for products in pretty packages. William 
Scheele, CPC's general manager, designed a new Color Plate Catalog in 1915, 
which he believed had "made scientific salesmanship possible. "26 The produc- 
tion costs for the Color Plate Catalog ran over $10,000, a very large sum for a 
small company. As the number of products increased, it had become impos- 
sible for representatives to carry full-size samples in their sales outfits, which 
also reduced their pool of potential recruits. The new Color Plate Catalog, a 
1915 instruction manual explained to Traveling Agents, "enables you to 
appoint frail, delicate people, even those who are semi-invalids. "27 Sales 
Representatives supplemented the images on the pages by carrying one full-size 
sample of whatever product the Company suggested as a "product leader," 
such as talcum powders in the summer, hand creams in the winter, and 
perfumes during the holiday seasons. In 1915, the CPC won the Gold Medal at 
the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco for the quality of 
their goods and package design; the CPC featured this award in company 
literature and product brochures for the next 15 years. 

24 I have not found any evidence about the types of prizes other direct selling com- 
panies offered in this time period. It is not unusual to find prizes that representatives could 
use as gifts for friends and family members. 

2s See July 1911 Outlook, for contest announcement, and photos in Selling Method, 
(IIIBSbl) incentives/recognition, auto program. Effie Miller's sales would have earned her a 
total of $435 in commissions and $25 in bonus plan money - or about $75/month - and 
several other prizes. The number of hours she worked during the six months is unknown. 
The September 1916 Outlook features the second auto contest announcement; it was won by 
Mrs. Amy Linnell of Bisbee, Arizona (March 1917 Outlook). McConnell's letters and business 
manuals are fairly up front about recruiting and selling for a white audience. In the 1924 
"Handbook for District Supervisors," under sections ritled "Who Not to Appoint" and "A 
Delicate Question" the CPC advised; "As a general proposition, we do not approve of the 
appointment of a colored Representative... When working in a large city or town, there is 
sometimes a good colored section in that town where a nice business could be done, if a 
reliable colored Representative could be appointed." In these cases, the CPC required cash 
advances with their orders. A deeper analysis of race is provided in my dissertation. 

26 Quote from the Instructions for General Agents handbook (1915), No. 10 "The 
Advantages of the Color Plate Catalog" p. 4-6. 

27 Ibid. 
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the 1915 Color Plate Catalog displajed products in full si.•e and exact 
•lkction. 

te second most important marketing idea was implemente• 
.' CPC introduced its first "Avon" brand products: a to 
I cleanser, vanity set, and talcum powder. By 1929 CPC had 
Avon line, with a uniform blue and silver packaging design t 
to a "family" of household and cosmetic products. As the n 
increased, CPC sales managers included many brochures wit 
monthly newsletters, encouraging representatives to follow .' 
.ssful" method for introducing new products and explaining 
nemaker, the first woman to hold a California Perfume 
office, offered instructions for applying color cosmetics, 
to lipsticks, face powders, and rouges. 28 Quality sales toc 
ttives move products and helped the CPC ensure better s, 
'$. 

ression and Direct Selling 

1920 CPC reached $1,000,000 in sales, in 1929 it reached 
bet of sales representatives grew from 16,000 to 25,000 in 
he CPC's business relationship with their '%ast army" of 
d changed little throughout the 1920s. The direct selling ind 
organized when the depression hit, and most companies v0 

nemakexas "expertise" came as a beauty editor for a Kansas City ba 
vhere she wrote under the name Kaye Farrell. 
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es forces, like the CPC, actually increased production an 
at the 1930s. New representatives were easily recruited, as tl 
:1 underemployed looked to direct selling to supplement theh 

,k case and product price list c. 1905. Photo courtqy of the Hagk•y M 

;spite a large influx of new representatives and subsequent 
:tion, some CPC managers were disappointed with sluggisl 
1931. It was during the depression, when the California 
implemented important organizational changes in respon 
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: crisis, that it seemed like the direct selling industry might tu 
rated, mass distribution route - the Chandler path - but it 
:ompany made some surprising decisions; three significant 
•re the creation of structured marketing campaigns, the c. 
at city and district sales office, and the legal sanction of "inc 
,r status." 

cConnell, 72 years of age in 1930, took a back seat in 
making, allowing his son, David McConnell, Jr., to take ov, 
after his graduation from Princeton; he was nineteen yeaJ 
of a new generation of managers schooled in scientific 

tent techniques who shepherded in these changes. Howe 
ative turnover approaching 400% every year during the d 
esentatives would stick around long enough to notice t• 
•ation of her business that they would bring about. 

,•Connell, Sr. and his son David McConnell, Jr. This photo •v, 
ives who submitted whoksak orders of $30 or more in May, ? 928. Pt. 
lfy Museum and Library. 

•e new, young executives introduced new marketing prograf 
nvinced McConnell, St. that their ideas were worth trying. 
encouraging representatives to canvass their territory eve. 

:omplied. Twenty-two year old John Ewald, the General 1• 
as City office, thought that representatives were taking too r 
sing their territory and believed that he could increase the r 
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orders by shortening the selling cycle from four weeks to three weeks. His 
three-week campaigns featured a special sale price on selected products so 
exciting that representatives would want to go out and tell their customers 
about it. 

The new plan was introduced matter of facfly, with very litfie fanfare. "I 
am sure you will be mighty enthusiastic over the new 20 day sales campaign..." 
Kansas City Manager O.F. Blatter wrote to his Traveling Agents. "[W]e are 
expecting, b•cause of this, that it will stimulate quicker interest in the minds of 
our Sales Representatives resulting in a greater volume of business for the 
period indicated. "29 In the Representative newsletter, Avon Outlook, John Ewald 
introduced the new format with a special "20-day sales campaign" to sell Avon 
Ariel and Vemafleur face powders, regularly 75 cents each, at two for $1.00. 30 
The three-week selling campaign and the new "two for a dollar sale" showed 
instant results as the number and size of representative's orders rose dramat- 
ically. In fact, CPC sales and profits continued to rise steadily throughout the 
Depression. 

The phenomenal success of the shorter sales campaign taught the 
executives that representatives were very willing to follow instructions or 
"suggestions," which managers could use to control how a representative con- 
ducted her "business." The sheer size of the corporation, which had dictated a 
stronger control of resources, combined with a new management roster and the 
expansion of the consumer product line, all reduced the representative's 
freedom to operate her business, placing more control in the hands of 
corporate sales managers and product designers. On one hand, struc•tred cam- 
paigns reduced the representative's freedom to take initiative; on the other 
hand, ff she followed their suggestions, her sales, and her profits, would increase. 

The next problem was tackling city markets. Ideally, McConnell's direct 
sales system could work in any type of market, but direct selling succeeded best 
in small towns where general stores had a slow turnover of goods, and where 
department store display windows and overflowing counters simply didn't 
exist. Throughout the Company's first 50 years, CPC agents stood outside of 
city territory. McCormell, Jr. believed direct selling hadn't worked in dries 
because of their impersonal atmosphere, and because of the opportunity for 
consumers to purchase similar products at retail markets. Cities also had higher 
turnover rates among the representatives. In 1935 he developed an organiza- 
tional plan of permanent sales offices where representatives could go to learn 
sales strategy and maintain regular contact with a sales manager. 

McConnell, Jr. opened his first test markets in Houston, San Antonio, 
and Wichita, Kansas, "because they were very much like country towns." As 
one CPC executive recalled later, "[i]n Texas the problem wasn't getting in [the 
door], it was getting [back] out[;] they wanted you to have cake and coffee. "3• 

29 "Our Daily Chats" July 25, 1932, bound volume. 
3o Avon Outlook, August 1 to August 23, 1932. 
3• October 1965 Interview with Wayne Hicklin, President, of Avon Products. Avon 

Archives IIFI, 1964. 
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The city management plan was very successful, and soon Traveling Agents 
throughout the country were gradually pulled off their routes and installed in 
permanent District and City Sales offices. Eleven sales offices were opened in 
Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Minnesota in 1936; twenty-three 
more were opened in 1937, all in states west of the Mississippi River. 32 

The permanent offices built a strong and effective communication 
network between managers and their sales staff, and allowed better control of 
product distribution and production management. These managerial innova- 
tions, brought about as a means of maintaining and improving sales during a 
national economic crisis, had an enormous long-term impact on the way the 
CPC organized its workforce. As CPC managers applied the more-familiar 
features of modern corporations, they also re-developed the system through 
which they organized their sales force, controlling representative's activities 
even while they continued to use language that defined their representatives as 
"business owners." They invested in a supervisory staff who were trained to 
teach women to develop their own business. In return, the CPC built a stronger 
and more effective network for communicating with their sales staff, had better 
control of product distribution and production management, and built a sales 
staff that was more dedicated and more involved with the company on a reg- 
ular basis. Sales meetings and development workshops were geared toward 
empowering women and feeding their belief in themselves to meet goals higher 
than they had envisioned on their own. 

Seeking Legal Sanction - The Independent Contractor Status 

The California Perfume Company was one of 10 founding members of 
the National Association of Direct Selling Companies (NADSC), organized in 
1910, which acted as a lobbying group, protecting the interests of direct selling 
companies in interstate commerce regulations and in local legislation on issues 
such as business licensing, canvassing laws, and product warranties. The 
organization fought their most important batfie during the depression when 
New Deal programs threatened to destroy companies that sold product door- 
to-door. Programs such as the Social Security Act and minimum wage legis- 
lation threatened devastating consequences for direct sales companies. Before 
the New Deal, the relationship between distributors and the firm was not a 
significant question. Use of the term "employee," "independent salesman," or 
"independent business owner" was a matter of company preference, not legal 
distinction. For the first time, the federal government and the direct selling 
industry began to understand the word "employee" to refer to a work 
relationship and to have social meaning [Biggatt, 1989, pp. 35-36]. Minimum 
wage legislation, predicated on a system of bureaucratic organization where th• 

,2 "Schedule of City Sales Offices, opened during the period December 15, 1935 to 
February 10, 1941." Undated, Avon Archives IIIBlb. Boston and Philadelphia were 
organized in 1938, but the CPC waited until 1940 to organize most of the northeast corridor. 
They did not even attempt to organize New York City until after World War II. 
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employer supervised, controlled, and monitored their employees in a discrete 
work setting, did not apply to direct selling systems. Logistically it would have 
been impossible to collect a payroll tax from remote representatives whose sole 
income derived from their sales. There was no way for companies to control 
the quality of a worker's performance, to regulate how much time a distributor 
spent selling product, or even to know for how many companies an individual 
distributor sold. 33 

In order to evade New Deal policies, the NADSC employed semantic 
arguments and in 1935 introduced legislation that defined the status of their 
representatives as "independent contractors." Direct selling companies agreed 
to make it clear in their contracts that distributors were in business for 

themselves and would have to take on costs of maintaining that business. In 
exchange, companies agreed to refrain from dictating retail prices and selling 
methods, and would not require any reports from their independent con- 
tractors except their orders. Companies also agreed to never retain records 
regarding the number of calls a contractor made, hours worked, or sales inter- 
views gained. Of course, many found ways to gather this information anyway, 
but requests were always couched in terms that made the information 
voluntary. 

In terms of business and economic rationality, endorsing the 
"independent contractor" status made ve• little sense, because companies 
willingly gave up their right to hire and fire representatives as well as the right 
to monitor and control work performance. At a time when many American 
businesses were becoming more centralized and controlling, the direct selling 
industry chose to cut loose their lifeline to consumers. But new executives were 
already moving the California Perfume Company toward a more traditional, 
bureaucratic organization and philosophy, encouraging sales managers to rein 
in their representatives and control their behavior more directly. They had 
made themselves integral to a representafive's business life by dictating her 
sales activities through the three-week campaigns, special product promotions 
and incentives, by limiting her movements with smaller territories, and by 
instituting more regular contact with salaried sales managers in the city and 
district sales offices. The need to legally define the representative's status had 
more to do with eliminating corporate responsibility for paying taxes and 
abiding by wage restrictions, and much less to do with changing the business 
relationship between fm-n and contractor. 

• Biggatt [1989, pp. 33-41] describes other attempts by the NADSC to head off a 1928 
Federal Trade Commission investigation by submitting a code of ethics in hopes of heading 
off FTC efforts to regulate practices. If we "write a code of ethics which is to be followed by 
all members of this association and will then offer it...as a transmittal of the practices we 
follow in our business, it is a ten to one shot that the Commission will adopt our viewpoint. 
If we show them that we intend to keep our skirts dean...and do what we consider the right 
thing with our customers and salesmen and public generally, the Commission will quite 
likely...rule in our favor..." (p. 35, quoting from the NADSC Proceedings of the 1928 
Convention (Winona, MN, 1928), pp. 13-14.) 
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Conclusion 

Why did the Califomia Perfume Company decide to maintain an inde- 
pendent sales force? It seems to me that the CPC was in a very good position 
to take full control of their sales staff and correct problems. The company was 
finally embracing mass-production technology at the same time as the three- 
week campaigns and city sales offices were developed - a situation that in the 
Chandler model was prime time to convert to mass distribution. I can think of 
three explanations why CPC did not. 

First, when John Ewald petitioned McConnell, St. to begin the three- 
week selling campaigns in 1932, he also won a chance to open two test markets 
where representatives would be paid a guaranteed salary in addition to their 
sales commissions. It failed miserably. Representatives did not increase the 
number of hours they spent on their business, and the size of their orders 
actually decreased. Ewald was not given the chance to revamp his strategy, and 
the subject of a salaried sales force, 25,000 strong, was not brought up again. 
Second, by 1935 the CPC had accumulated nearly 50 years of experience in 
managing its sizable sales force. McConnell was a leader in the direct selling 
industry, and his company was looked to as the model for how to build a 
successful direct selling organization. And his system worked; the CPC clearly 
filled a need for customers and distributors alike. McConnell had perfected his 
motivational techniques, and even a hckadaisical sales representative could 
profit the company so long as overhead was kept low enough, whereas the 
costs to transform the sales force would have been overwhelming. But while 
the contractor legishtion of 1935 is significant, it really made litfie impact on 
the organization and management style of the Califomia Perfume Company. 
The CPC was committed to treating their distributors as independent business 
owners, and was as likely to use the phrase "Now you are in business for 
yourself" in 1920 as they were in 1940. Representatives were not even informed 
of their new status. 34 

But economic rationality can only explain part of the story; rhetorical 
evidence provide some clues. McConnell had to seriously believe that he was 
selling a business opportunity as well as a product. He had to make a sincere 
effort to create an economic opportunity for women that met their needs, or 
else his system would not have worked. It meant accepting part-time, 
occasional hbor, and looking the other way when women sent in orders that 
clearly did not come from their territory, but filled their own household needs. 

•4 At least, not that I have seen thus far, but this does not mean the CPC did not make 
some announcement. According to Biggatt [1989, p. 185 n.49], Federal attempts to challenge 
the "status laws" were modest during the 1940s. Not until 1968 did the IRS begin to vigor- 
ously challenge the law and propose to have distributors dedared employees. They lost their 
bid, however, and the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 defined distributors as 
independent contractors for federal tax putposes. I am curious to know more about how the 
IRS defined "employee" and "business." I am also looking for more evidence about when 
CPC/Avon told their representatives about the "status laws," because eventually individuals 
qualified for tax-deductible business expenses, which became an attractive recruiting point. 
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I believe that we need to take seriously corporate rhetoric about selling a 
business opportunity. We are trained to view such altruistic sales talk sus- 
piciously, especially when uttered by corporate America. It is not hard to read 
McConnell's missives about giving women an opportunity to improve their 
lives by selling CPC products and suspect that he was really seeking cheap, low- 
maintenance labor with a built-in selling audience. But I'm not sure about that. 
Yes, some women probably were fed a line about how much their lives would 
improve, and about the riches they could accumulate by selling lipstick and 
fragrance to their friends and neighbors. But, in the end, CPC did offer thou- 
sands of women a chance to participate in the marketphce, and were encour- 
aged by others, both corporate managers and sister representatives, to believe 
in their ability to run with that opportunity. 

We need to take the corporate rhetoric as seriously as it was by the 
people who joined the company - that providing a business opportunity was as 
important as making a profit, and in fact they were mutually dependent. I say 
this because I know where this account ends up. The overall stov] that I am 
tracing in the histoy of California Perfume Company/Avon and in the direct 
selling industry follows an interesting path. World War II became a distinct 
dividing line. Before the war, 90% of sales people in the direct selling industry 
were men; today, about 85% of direct sales people are women. Before the War, 
the dominant mode of selling was door-to-door; after the war, the home party 
system dominated. The rhetoric and techniques that were developed in the first 
50 years of the California Perfume Company's histoy were manipulated and 
transformed by companies such as Tuppetwaxe and May Kay Cosmetics in the 
post-war era that took independent contractor status as a given. These new 
businesses took "being in business for yourself" more literally, and the 
consequences for business organization were much more radical. Further 
explorations of the CPC's blatant and fot'thright attempts to harness gendered 
values to recruit, motivate, and reward women workers can provide new insight 
into many historical business analyses. 
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